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	A radical approach to getting IT projects done faster and cheaper than anyone thinks possible


	Software in 30 Days summarizes the Agile and Scrum software development method, which allows creation of game-changing software, in just 30 days. Projects that use it are three times more successful than those that don't. Software in 30 Days is for the business manager, the entrepreneur, the product development manager, or IT manager who wants to develop software better and faster than they now believe possible. Learn how this unorthodox process works, how to get started, and how to succeed. Control risk, manage projects, and have your people succeed with simple but profound shifts in the thinking.


	The authors explain powerful concepts such as the art of the possible, bottom-up intelligence, and why it's good to fail early—all with no risk greater than thirty days.

	
		The productivity gain vs traditional "waterfall" methods has been over 100% on many projects
	
		Author Ken Schwaber is a co-founder of the Agile software movement, and co-creator, with Jeff Sutherland, of the "Scrum" technique for building software in 30 days
	
		Coauthor Jeff Sutherland was cosigner of the Agile Manifesto, which marked the start of the Agile movement



	Software in 30 Days is a must-read for all managers and business owners who use software in their organizations or in their products and want to stop the cycle of slow, expensive software development. Programmers will want to buy copies for their managers and their customers so they will know how to collaborate to get the best work possible.
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Algorithms in C, Parts 1-4: Fundamentals, Data Structures, Sorting, Searching (3rd Edition) (Pts. 1-4)Addison Wesley, 1997

	
		 

	
		Robert Sedgewick has thoroughly rewritten and substantially expanded his popular work to provide current and comprehensive coverage of important algorithms and data structures. Many new algorithms are presented, and the explanations of each...
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The Fantastic Inventions of Nikola Tesla (Lost Science)Adventures Unlimited Press, 1993


	While a large portion of the European family has been surging westward during the last three or four

	hundred years, settling the vast continents of America, another, but smaller, portion has been doing

	frontier work in the Old World, protecting the rear by beating back the "unspeakable Turk" and

	reclaiming gradually the...
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Nginx High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Optimize NGINX for high-performance, scalable web applications


	About This Book

	
		Configure Nginx for best performance, with configuration examples and explanations
	
		Step–by-step tutorials for performance testing using open source software
	
		Tune the TCP stack to make the...
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Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services: 8th International Workshop, GECON 2011Springer, 2012

	You are holding the proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on the
	Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services. This workshop brings together
	the research and practitioner communities active in the area of economics
	and computer science to address the emerging interest in infrastructure, platform,
	and software services....
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Operating System ConceptsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Another defining moment in the evolution of operating systems
   Small footprint operating systems, such as those driving the handheld devices that the baby dinosaurs are using on the cover, are just one of the cutting-edge applications you’ll find in Silberschatz, Galvin, and Gagne’s Operating System Concepts,...
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DevOps for Serverless Applications: Design, deploy, and monitor your serverless applications using DevOps practicesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Set up complete CI and CD pipelines for your serverless applications using DevOps principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand various services for designing serverless architecture
	
			Build CD pipelines using various cloud providers for your serverless applications
	...
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